
User's Manual 

Super Apricot Overdrive (BJF design) 

 

Thank you for your purchase of the Super Apricot Overdrive by One Control. 

 

- Description: 

One Control Super Apricot OD is AIAB (Amplifier-in-a-Box) is designed to capture the 
tone of mid 60's Supro tube amps. 
 
In the 1940's, a new American amp manufacturer with roots in resonator guitars was 
in the early days of its now legendary history, electrifying blues stages on Chicago's 
south side. By the 1960's, the brand - Supro - was building an array of guitars and 
amps that would eventually become legendary, and was the third largest amplifier 
manufacturer in the US. In addition to Chicago bluesmen, Supro could count 
legendary guitarists such as Jimi Henrdix and Jimmy Page as its fans. The Supro 
sound is undoubtedly at the core of the early rock 'n' roll sound. 
 
Super Apricot OD is designed to produce the rustic, raw, gnarly tones of a classic 
Supro tube amp, with surprising amount of dynamic control. As you play, you'll be 
amazed at the Super Apricot's depth. The tone is saturated, without feeling overly 
compressed. Super Apricot can even evoke the massive tone made famous by the 
1964 Thunderbolt 15" bass amp, which, much like another American-made amp 
originally designed for bass, attained legendary status only after a guitar was plugged 
in to it. 
 
Bjorn Juhl is the designer of the Super Apricot OD, as well as the Honey Bee OD, 
another pedal known to be inspired by early Supro tones. Super Apricot OD is more of 
a "slightly after" amp sound than Honey Bee OD. Though they share a point of 
inspiration, the circuits are entirely unique. Super Apricot OD is designed as an "Amp 
in a Box", while Honey Bee OD is a true overdrive effect. 
 
You can easily control the gain with DRIVE control and use the guitar's volume control 
and picking intensity to clean up the tone. However, there is a feeling of saturation 
somewhere in that clean tone; it becomes more of a "hot clean". You can also strongly 
distort the tone by increasing the DRIVE and picking strongly. However, the distortion 
still maintains a resolution more like a clean tone.  

 

 

 

 



- Controls: 

 

Drive: Adjusts the intensity of overdrive. 

 

Treble: Adjusts the high frequencies of the output signal. 

 

Vol: Adjusts overall signal volume. 

 

Footswitch: Engage or bypass the pedal (Truebypass) 

 

 

 

- Specifications: 

Input Impedance: 280K 

Output Impedance: <2K 

Power supply: Negative Center DC 9V or 6F22 Battery. 

Current Draw: 2.5mA 

Dimensions: 39(W)x100(D)x31(H)mm  2.41(W)x4.41(D)x1.26(H)Inch 

Weight: 160g  5.64oz. 


